Directions: Please read the story with your child and point out the words with the sort /o/ sound (highlight, circle, etc.)

Students may also point out any Power Words in the story. Please have your student practice for fluency.

Tom and Bob Jog
Tom and Bob like to jog. Tom will go for a jog. He will go with his dog. Bob will go for a jog too.

“Bob! Let’s jog!” said Tom. Bob and Tom jog in the fog. “Stop Bob! Do you see the log? We have to stop our jog,” said Tom. Tom jumps over the log.

Bob jumps over the log. Bob and Tom jog by a dog. They jog up a hill. Bob jogs to the top. Tom jogs to the top. “Stop Bob! Stop! I am hot,” said Tom. “Oh, I am hot too, Bob. I will stop,” said Tom. Tom and Bob sit on top of the hill. “Let’s get up and jog, Bob!” said Tom. Bob and Tom get up. They jog down the hill. Tom and Bob have fun on their jog.